To: Professor Kevin MacDonald
editors@theoccidentalobserver.net

v2.1

This paper puts forward a concept sure to be regarded as crazy and intolerable by
almost everyone: We are remotely manipulated by a non-human species that thinks it
owns us, and truly did own us for many tens of thousands of years during the Ice Age.
Considerable evidence exists that this is the case, but the idea that we are not number
one is intolerable. Monotheism, religions, the devil, demons, secret societies, have
been imposed on us through discovered windows into our minds to clutter up our
thinking, and repetitive physical behaviors, such as praying facing Mecca five times per
day, and swinging incense pots around, firmly embed these imposed beliefs.
http://www.myjewishlearning.com/article/physical-movement-in-jewish-prayer/
We began the escaped from bondage 12,800-900 years ago when multiple comets
slammed into earth causing mega fauna extinctions and the Younger Dryas 1,300 year
freeze. We began to create our own civilization and much of history is the saga of
relentless attacks on developing Homo sapiens Civilization. Judaism is the program
that turns suitable human populations into subversive covert military organizations. It
doesn’t always work but they hit a home run when they converted the Khazars in 740
AD.
The Protocols of Zion is an earlier version of the game plan. I was a friend of the late
Eustace Mullins who was abducted from a nursing home in Dallas, then murdered a
year later. Mullins’ New History of the Jews set me on the path. How could the Jews
become masters of subversion right from the start, and of course there is the question
of: why? The discovery of the Ice Age Civilization exposes the time frame and the
instructors.
There appears to be two or three species of Big Brain Hominids. One has 20% larger
orbits, one parietal plate rather than two, a massive jaw with large incisors and canines,
but few or no molars.
If they are here, where are they? Richard Sauder has described the vast under ground
and under ocean floor labyrinths where they might reside. What do they eat? Their
dentition is that of a carnivore;…you don’t suppose? The late Ted Gunderson, FBI
Chief, reported that 700,000 children go missing per year. There is of course Jewish
Ritual Murder as documented by Toaff, but the numbers can’t be great. However the
existence of Jewish Ritual Murder means that you may be blocked from the study of
missing children by the charge of Anti-Semitism (Ariel Toaff: Blood Passover).
They exercise control through psychopathic leaders and bribery. They well understand
that when the male ego is inflated there is little room in there for anything else.
Andrew M. Lobaczewski: Political Ponerology. A Science on the Nature of Evil Adjusted
for Political Purposes. http://www.ponerology.com/
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References are interspersed and below at the end of Physics Subverted.

Edward Spencer MD

The letter below to Professor Bryan Sykes was never acknowledged.
Professor Bryan Sykes
Oxford Ancestors

11/26/2012

Dear Professor Sykes,
The entire earth was mapped during the last ice age by an unknown mysterious
civilization. Sea level was 400 ft. lower and there was no ice cap over the Queen Maud
Land Coast of Antarctica. This is from the work of Charles Hapgood: Maps of the
Ancient Sea Kings. A brief review of his book is below.
In 2008 Neuroscientists Gary Lynch, PhD, and Richard Granger, PhD, published Big
Brain, which dealt with the 1914 discovery of a skull in Boskop South Africa. This skull
was studied by Robert Bloom and was found to have a brain size 30% greater than
Homo sapiens. Professors Lynch and Granger performed a conservative calculation
giving a possible average IQ of 149 for Boskop man (Homo capensis), with 10-15% of
the population reaching IQ 180.
I next learned of Brien Foerster and the very large elongated skulls found in Paracas
Peru. Images of these skulls and links to Brien Foerster’s YouTube are below. Some of
these skulls are reported to be compatible with a brain size twice that of Homo sapiens.
Did these Big Brained Hominids map the entire earth during the ice age? Brien Foerster
has attempted to obtain DNA studies on the skulls but I do not know if he has been
successful.
With best wishes
Edward Spencer MD
Novato, California

11/26/2012

NOTE, 1/10/16: Foerster did manage to have DNA analyzed. See below.
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Skulls below in Paracas Ica Museum, Peru.
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Brien Foerster examining skull
The Enigma of Cranial Deformation: Elongated Skulls of the Ancients by David
Childress and Brien Foerster
Brien Foerster youTube- Many excellent videos on elongated skulls
https://www.youtube.com/results?search_query=brien+foerster&oq=brien+foerste
r&gs_l=youtube.3..0l5.3996.11052.0.14999.14.9.0.5.5.0.526.1533.5j1j1j1j0j1.9.0.
..0.0...1ac.1.ZnqH6wLFZWU
Elongated skulls found around the world (THIS SITE HAS DISAPPEARED)
http://www.cheapestpcrepair.com/wow/tag/omsk-russian-skull-heads-longerpharaoh-akhenaten-ancient-egyptians-nubian-skull-paracas-peru-pyatigorskmuseum-iki-stones-elongated-skulls-disproportionately-large-heads-premodernconehead-coneheads/
Some Skulls have residual skin and hair attached. They have not been examined by
Professional paleontologists, and have not been DNA analyzed by establishment
science, i.e.: no publically available papers.
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DNA Analysis of Paracas Elongated Skulls Released: Unknown To Any Human,
Primate, or Animal
http://www.collective-evolution.com/2014/02/12/dna-analysis-ofparacas-elongated-skulls-released-unknown-to-any-human-primate-or-animal/
They are approximately 3000 years old, and initial DNA analysis of them has revealed that they
may not have come from humans, but from a completely new species, according to Paracas
Museum assistant director, researcher and author Brien Foerster. Here is the apparent quote from
the geneticist who did the testing
“Whatever the sample labeled 3A has came from – it had mtDNA with mutations unknown
in any human, primate or animal known so far. The data are very sketchy though and a
LOT of sequencing still needs to be done to recover the complete mtDNA sequence. But a
few fragments I was able to sequence from this sample 3A indicate that if these mutations
will hold we are dealing with a new human-like creature, very distant from Homo sapiens,
Neanderthals and Denisovans. I am not sure it will even fit into the known evolutionary
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tree. The question is if they were so different, they could not interbreed with humans.
Breeding within their small population. they may have degenerated due to inbreeding.
That would explain buried children – they were either low or not viable” (Source)(Source)

Image next page: Killing Field in Peru, sent to me by Brien Foerster, author of the very
informative: The Enigma of Cranial Deformation, Elongated Skulls of the Ancients
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Hi Ed.
The site is called Camacho, which is an ancient cemetery about 2000 years old
near Paracas. There is an area near to this where several elongated skulled people
appear to have been violently killed and buried in a mass grave, unceremoniously.
Brien
Below: drawing of the Boskop skull, brain size 30% larger than Homo sapiens. The
Boskop skull produced a sensation that was swept away by the discovery of the
Piltdown man hoax. See: Big Brain by Professors Lynch and Granger
Gary Lynch, Ph.D.
Professor of Psychiatry & Human Behavior
University of California
Irvine, California 92697-4292
Richard H. Granger, Jr., Ph.D.
Professor of Psychology and Brain Science
Dartmouth College
Hanover, NH 03755
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Boskop Man skull discovered in Boskop South Africa. Found in 1913 by two Afrikaner
farmers. They offered it to Frederick William FitzSimons for examination and further
research. Many similar skulls were subsequently discovered by paleontologists such as
Robert Broom, William Pycraft and Raymond Dart. (From Wikipedia)

ANTHROPOLOGICAL PAPERS OF THE AMERICAN MUSEUM OF NATURAL
HISTORY VOL XXIII, PART II
THE EVIDENCE AFFORDED BY THE BOSKOP SKULL OF A NEW
SPECIES OF PRIMITIVE MAN (HOMO CAPENSIS) BY R. BROOM
NEW YORK - PUBLISHED BY ORDER OF THE TRUSTEES 1918
“…there seems to remain but one conclusion, namely, that in
South Africa in very early times there lived a race of primitive
man characterized by having a large skull with very thick
parietal bosses, a brain of great size and a powerful jaw with
incisors and canines much larger than those in modern man. For
this type of which we at present only know the one specimen, I
propose the name Homo capensis, regarding it as sufficiently
distinct from Homo sapiens to be worthy of specific rank.”
Brain size- https://en.wikipedia.org/wiki/Brain_size

Email from Professor Pieter Wagener
Hi Pieter, How is you book coming long? The excerpt below is from your Feb 12,
2015 email
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"I have read your email to Mike and was captivated. I have been studying the
Boskop and related matters for some time. The evolving result is a book, In
search of gods and angels, in which I show that a highly developed human
species developed in South Africa about a million years ago. I have scientific
evidence for that. The Boskop is a descendant of those beings.”
"In my book I show how this advanced race moved northwards, taking homo
sapiens, or their hybrids, along. They established, all of a sudden, the civilised
Sumerian and Egyptian societies. I also show by what means they moved
northwards. To give you an idea of what it is about I attach the Preface to my
book.”
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Re: Adam’s Calendar - Temples of the African Gods, books by Johan Hein and Michael
Tellinger
Below from- http://www.michaeltellinger.com/stone-circles.php
“Scholars have told us that the first civilization on Earth emerged in a land called Sumer
some 6000 years ago. New archaeological and scientific discoveries show that the
Sumerians and even the Egyptians inherited all their knowledge from an earlier
civilisation that lived at the southern tip of Africa more than 200,000 years ago… mining
gold.”
Tellinger sends us in the wrong direction with his hypotheses that the stone silos were
energy generating devices, but he has shown us the ruins of the great South Africa
civilization. He gives a report on the vastness of this ancient civilization below.
https://www.youtube.com/watch?v=NiVROBhwHUM

I think these stone silos without windows or doors were confinement chambers
for the two-legged animals that worked the gold mines and the fields. Pull the
inside ladder up and it would be very difficult to get out. Plastering the inside of
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the walls with mud (long washed away) would have made climbing the curved
walls difficult.
Except for small areas, this incredible region has not been archeologically
surveyed and excavated.

Below, a line of longitude runs from a small pyramid in the vicinity of the South African
ancient civilization and Adam’s Calendar to the Great Pyramid at Giza.
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On the map below, the Boskop Homo capensis skull was found between Ka and LOd
(Lesotho). There is evidence of a past civilization in South Africa more than 75,000
years old (Adams Calendar, Temples of the African Gods, By Michael Tellinger and
Johan Hein), and there is evidence that Big Brain (Homo capensis) was dominant over
Homo sapiens (Coda in Big Brain by Professors Gary Lynch and Richard Granger).
Highly significant is the fact that this huge are has not been archaeologically explored.

Below the map of Mitochondrial Eve’s migration. It starts approximately in the
Transvaal, the location of Adam’s Calendar, Boskop Man, and the vast ruins of an
ancient civilization.
https://en.wikipedia.org/wiki/Mitochondrial_Eve
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Below is a comparison of the stone objects, identified as sculpture at
Adam’s Calendar, with a cave painting reportedly 35,000 years old. The
creators of Adam’s Calendar seem to have been exceedingly what one
might call left brained

The South African Sphinx reveals
minimal artistic talent.
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Michael Tellinger with stone “sculptures” at Adams Calendar

This is a cave painting for artistic comparison
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From Translator Art Banta’s Introduction to: Secrets of the Exodus, Did the Pharaohs
write the Bible? by Messod and Roger Sabbah
“Sigmund Freud speculated that Moses was not a Hebrew, but an Egyptian. In
Freud’s time the idea upset some and outraged others. But, as the decades
have rolled along, Freud’s concept has sunk into the consciousness of Western
thought, and at the beginning of the new millennium, it no longer seems
outrageous.”
See also:
Ahmed Osman: Moses and Akhenaten, The Secret History of Egypt at the Time of the
Exodus, 1990 - Out of Egypt: The Roots of Christianity Revealed, 1999- and other
books by Ahmed Osman
Gary Greenberg: The Moses Mystery, The Egyptian Origins of the Jewish People, 2008
Israel Finkelstein and Neil Asher Silberman: The Bible Unearthed, Archaeology’s New
Vision of Ancient Israel and the Origin of it’s Sacred Texts

TUTANKHAMUN AND THE TRINITY OF CHRIST
By Ahmed Osman
In his interesting account of Velikovsky's Worlds in Collision (Fortean Times
118), Niklas Rasche referred to my argument of the similarities between Pharaoh
Akhenaten and both Moses of the Bible and Oedipus of Greek mythology. Tom
Holland had, in an earlier issue Akhenaten (Fortean Times 117), given more details
of my identification of Akhenaten with Moses, but he went on to say:
"The naming of Akhenaten as the founder of the Jewish religion seems positively
restrained compared with Osman's real bombshell, his revelation that
Tutankhamun had, in fact, been Jesus Christ."
The early Fathers of the Church accepted that Jesus appeared, not once, but twice:
First in the person of Joshua the son of Nun, who succeeded Moses as the leader of
the Israelites in the 14th century BC, and again when, in his Glory, he appeared to
the disciples in the 1st century AD. "Jesus" is the Greek form of "Joshua," which
appeared for the first time in the Greek translation of the Old Testament made in
Alexandria during the 3rd century BC. When the Gospels were written, also in
Greek, it was understood that Jesus Christ was the same person as the Israelite
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leader who succeeded Moses. The confusion between the two forms of the name
only appeared from the 16th century onwards, when the Bible was translated into
English. Only then was the name "Joshua" given to the Old Testament character,
while "Jesus" was used for his New Testament appearance.
As I've come to the conclusion that Akhenaten was the same as Moses, I also
concluded that Akhenaten's successor was the same as the leader who succeeded
Moses. Akhenaten, king of Egypt (1378-1361 BC.), was the first monotheistic
ruler in history. He abolished the worship of the different gods of Ancient Egypt
and introduced a deity with no image—Aten, the biblical Adonai—to be the sole
God for all people. In his 17th year, Akhenaten was overthrown by a military coup
when he used the army to force the new religion on his people, and was replaced
by Tutankhamun in 1361 BC. Akhenaten then went into exile in Sinai,
accompanied by some of his followers. Recognizing that ordinary people need a
physical object for their worship, Tutankhamun allowed the ancient deities to be
worshiped again, but only as mediators between Aten and his people.
Ernest Sellin, a German biblical scholar, had found textual evidence to suggest that
an Israelite leader was murdered in Sinai, and Sigmund Freud thought this leader
was Moses. The Israelites, he thought, killed Moses as they resented his strict
teachings. I was able, however, to identify the assassinated leader as Joshua the son
of Nun, successor of Moses. It was Phinehas, the priest of Moses, whom I've
identified with Pa-Nehesy the high priest of Akhenaten, who killed Joshua. While
the Israelites were still in the land of Goshen in Egypt, Pa-Nehesy killed
Tutankhamun at the foot of Mount Sinai, as he regarded him as a heretic who
allowed paganism's return.
In the tomb of Tutankhamun there is a unique scene, not found in any other
Egyptian burial, representing the Trinity of Christ. The profound significance of
the wall-painting escaped me until November 1997 when I was invited by General
Mohamed Yusef, the then governor of the city of Luxor, to speak in the city hall as
part of the 75th anniversary celebration of the tomb's discovery. Afterwards I was
privileged to have a private visit to the tomb. As I stood alone, gazing at the
painting of the burial chamber on the north wall, I realized for the first time that I
was looking at the strongest pictorial evidence linking Tutankhamun and Christ.
The painting is divided into three separate scenes. The first scene on the right
shows Aye, already crowned as the king's successor, but nevertheless officiating as
a priest dressed in the leopard skin, performing the ritual of "the opening of the
mouth" for resuscitation of the dead Tutankhamun, who is shown as a risen Osiris.
The middle scene shows Tutankhamun entering the heavenly realm of the gods and
being welcomed there by the sky goddess Nut. It was the ultimate scene on the left
of the north wall, however, that aroused my wonder. Here I saw three different
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representations of Tutankhamun linked as one person. On the left of the scene
stood Tutankhamun as the risen Osiris, with a second Tutankhamun facing him as
the ruling king, Horus. Behind him is a third Tutankhamun depicted as his Ka.
The most remarkable feature of this scene is the fact that the risen Osiris, although
shown in the conventional mummified form with his hands folded across his chest,
is reaching out to touch Horus, as is his kA Thus we have Tutankhamun as father,
son and spirit—the same relationship that we find in the Christian Trinity of the
three persons in one God—Father, Son and Holy Spirit—finally established as
orthodox belief after much acrimonious debate during the first four centuries of the
Christian era.
Ahmed Osman
Historian, lecturer, researcher and author, Ahmed Osman is a British
Egyptologist born in Cairo
His four in-depth books clarifying the history of the Bible and Egypt are:
Stranger in the Valley of the Kings (1987) - Moses: Pharaoh of Egypt (1990) The House of the Messiah (1992) - Out of Egypt (1998)

Akhenaten’s Daughters
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Below: Akhenaten and Daughter
http://tinyurl.com/kdjdxop

Akhenaten was also Moses; Messod and Roger Sabbah say he was Abraham.
Either way Akhenaten and his daughters appear to have had very large heads
consistent with being of a non-human species.
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Sigmund Freud: Moses and Monotheism, 1937
Ahmed Osman: Moses and Akhenaten The Secret History of Egypt at the Time of the Exodus.
Messod and Roger Sabbah: Secrets of the Exodus, Did the Pharaohs Write the Bible? Gary
Greenberg: The Moses Mystery, The Egyptian Origins of the Jewish People.

Akhenaten Daughter
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Individuals with abnormally large heads have been observed walking
around in Cairo, Portugal, South Africa, and U.S. (Personal communication)

Brief Review: Maps of the Ancient Sea Kings
THE ENTIRE EARTH WAS MAPPED DURING THE ICE AGE BY AN
UNKNOWN CIVILIZATION
The Entire Earth was mapped by an unknown civilization during the ice age. We do not
know anything about this worldwide civilization, and inquiry into this remarkable
discovery is not ongoing. Why?
In 1929 a map, painted on parchment and bearing the signature of Piri Ibn Haji
Memmed, was found in the old Imperial Palace in Constantinople. This map, dated with
the Moslem year 919 (1513 Christian Calendar), revealed South America and Africa in
correct relative longitudes, which was remarkable because 16th century navigators could
not accurately establish longitude. It was not until the invention of the chronometer in
1759 that the availability of accurate time allowed mariners to calculate accurate
longitude.
A Turkish naval officer brought a copy of the Piri Reis map to the Naval Hydrographic
Office in Washington as a gift, there it came to the attention of Captain Arlington H.
Mallery who had an interest in old maps. Mallery made the “sensational suggestion”
that the Piri Reis Map showed the Queen Maud Land coast of Antarctica when it was
free of the massive ice cap that now covers that region. This meant that the original
cartography must have been done many thousands of years in the past before the ice
cap developed.
The Piri Reis Map was brought to the attention of Professor Charles H. Hapgood who
decided to investigate the map as thoroughly as he could. He began an investigation,
working with some of his students at Keene State College in New Hampshire. It was his
habit to try to interest his students in problems on the frontiers of knowledge, for as he
wrote:
“I believe that unsolved problems provide a better stimulation for their intelligence
and imagination than do already-solved problems taken from text books. I have
also long felt that the amateur has a much more important role in science than is
usually recognized.”
They knew that the Piri Reis Map had been drawn from multiple source maps, that there
would be errors, and they did not know how the lines on the Map were positioned in
respect to the grid on a modern map. In other words, they had to put the Piri Re’is Map
on the map. They proceeded to review Portolan maps, which had been used by
mariners for port to port navigation, and the maps of famous cartographers, such as
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Mercator of the 16th century, who included the Oronteus Finaeus Map of in his Atlas
Antarctica (see below). They were fortunate in having contacts in the USAF who
reviewed their work in off hours and issued approval to Professor Hapgood and his
students. The letter from Harold Z. Ohlmeyer, Lt. Colonel, USAF, is below:

8 RECONNAISSANCE TECHNICAL SQUADRON (SAC)
UNITED STATES AIRFORCE
Westover Airforce Base
Massachusetts
6 July 1960
SUBJECT: Admiral Piri Reis World Map
To: Professor Charles H. Hapgood, Keene College, Keene, New
Hampshire.
Dear Professor Hapgood,
Your request for evaluation of certain unusual features of the Piri Reis
World Map of 1513 by this organization has been reviewed.
The claim that the lower part of the map portrays the Princess Martha
Coast of Queen Maud Land Antarctica, and the Palmer Peninsula, is
reasonable. We find this is the most logical and in all probability the correct
interpretation of the map.
The geographical detail shown in the lower part of the map agrees very
remarkably with the results of the seismic profile made across the top of
the ice-cap by the Swedish-British Antarctic Expedition of 1949.
This indicates the coastline had been mapped before it was covered by the
ice-cap.
The ice-cap in this region is now about a mile thick.
We have no idea how the data on this map can be reconciled with the
supposed state of geographical knowledge in 1513.
HAROLD Z. OHLMEYER
Lt Colonel, USAF Commander
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http://www.bibliotecapleyades.net/egipto/fingerprintgods/fingerprintgods00.htm#
Despite the deadpan language, Ohlmeyer’s letter1 is a bombshell. If Queen Maud
Land was mapped before it was covered by ice, the original cartography must have
been done an extraordinarily long time ago.
1 Letter reproduced in Charles H. Hapgood FRGS, Maps of the Ancient Sea
Kings, Chilton Books, Philadelphia and New York, 1966, p. 243.

Professor Hapgood traveled to the library of Congress on a quest for portolan charts
from the middle ages and the Renaissance that showed Antarctica. The staff laid out
several hundred maps and in this pile he found the world map drawn by Oronteus
Finaeus in 1531. There it was: Antarctica taking up most of the left side of the map, and
on this map he could see mountain ranges and rivers leading into the sea all around the
coast. But Antarctica (“discovered” in 1818) was big on this 1531 map, very big, so big
in fact that it had consumed Drakes Passage, was nibbling at the Southern tip of South
America, and the Palmer Peninsula had disappeared as though it had been run over..
Professor Hapgood and his students went to work in their usual methodical manner.
They found that at some point in the past the compilers had confused the Antarctic
Circle, which at 23 1/2 degrees essentially encloses Antarctica, with the 80th parallel and
when this correction is made, Oronteus Finaeus’ Antarctica shrinks to ¼th its original
map size and looks the size we know. This Antarctic Circle 80th parallel confusion is
present in many old and ancient maps. They also discovered that IGY studies revealed
that there is no Palmar Peninsula. There is an island there but what we are seeing on
satellite images is ice.
The findings of Professor Hapgood and his students were confirmed by the after hours
analysis of their friends at the 8th Reconnaissance Technical Squadron (SAC). Following
are excerpts from the letter by Lorenzo W. Burroughs, Captain, USAF, Chief,
Cartographic Section:
“… The comparison also suggests that the original source maps (compiled in
remote antiquity) were prepared when Antarctica was presumably free of ice.
The Cordiform Projection used by Oronteus Fineaus (sic) suggests the use of
advanced mathematics. Further, the shape given to the Antarctic continent
suggests the possibility, if not the probability, that the original source
maps were compiled on a stereographic or gnomic type of projection
(involving the use of spherical trigonometry)
d. We are convinced that the findings made by you and your associates are valid,
and that they raise extremely important questions affecting geology and ancient history,
questions which certainly require further investigation…”
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https://en.wikipedia.org/wiki/Spherical_trigonometry
The Beginnings of Trigonometry
http://www.math.rutgers.edu/~cherlin/History/Papers2000/hunt.html

We thus see that Charles H. Hapgood and his students correctly analyzed the ancient
maps, and that an advanced civilization existed on earth during the Last Glacial
Maximum. Who mapped the entire earth? What was the nature of this advanced
civilization? How did this advanced civilization vanish without a trace? And perhaps of
greatest significant: why do universities throughout the world not study these most
important questions with great intensity?
The Oronteus Finaeus Map of 1531 is below. Antarctica was not “discovered” in
modern times until 1818. The Oronteus Finaeus Map shows a very large
Antarctica. Charles Hapgood thought that this was because the map compilers
confused the Antarctic Circle with the 80th Parallel. When the Antarctic map is
redrawn correcting for this error, the area shrinks to ¼ the size shown on the
Oronteus Finaeus Map, and is in keeping with modern cartography.
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The images below show the shape of Antarctica established by satellite photography
and instrument survey. “We” didn’t discover Antarctica until 1818.
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There were Giants in America and everyone knew this
There were/are burial mounds of giants all over the U.S. and local
newspapers reported on this, but the Smithsonian hid the skeletons.
The newspaper reporting on the burial mound discoveries stopped in the
1940’s. What happened then? UFOs began to appear and the word,
always, was that they were extraterrestrial in origin. There can be no
discussion of non-human beings that resemble Homo sapiens. The R.
Broom 1918 paper on Homo capensis is suppressed, the elongated large
skulls ignored.
Richard Dewhurst: The Ancient Giants Who Ruled America, The
Missing Skeletons and the Great Smithsonian Cover-up
Paul Schrag and Xaviant Haze: The Suppressed History of America,
The Murder of Meriwether Lewis and the Mysterious discoveries of
the Lewis and Clark Expedition
The following three images, pages 26,27, are from a Power Point created
from the erroneous concept that the gigantic floods of 500 cubic miles were
from failures of the ice dam restraining Lake Missoula. This erroneous
concept is part of the anti-catastrophe propaganda, which would have us
believe that everything happens gradually, almost gently.
We now know that Earth was struck by objects (comets) from space
12,800-900 years ago, that hit North America including the Laurentide Ice
Sheet over Canada, causing a more than 100,000 cubic kilometer flood
that carved out the Scablands. The comets burned up North America
and brought on the Younger Dryas freeze resulting in the mega fauna
extinction of Mastodons, Wooly Mammoths, Saber Tooth Tigers, Lions,
Giant Beavers, Giant Sloths, the Clovis People, and the Giants of North
America.
Evidence for an extraterrestrial impact 12,900 years ago that
contributed to the mega-fauna extinctions and the Younger Dryas
cooling- http://www.pnas.org/content/104/41/16016.abstract
Richard Firestone, Allen West, and Simon Warwick-Smith: The Cycle
of Cosmic Catastrophes. (A super nova 230 light years distant
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bombarded the Solar System with radiation and debris)

The Ice Age ended about 18,000 years ago. The Glacial
Meltdown brought gigantic floods and massive volcanic
activity producing perpetual twilight and black rain.

Floods of 500 cubic miles of water flowed from Ice
Lake Missoula over the Columbia River Gorge in the
course of 48 hours after the ice restraining dam failed
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The flood that ripped out the Channeled Scablands was greater than 100,000 cubic km,
and considerably larger than the 500 cubic miles (2084 cubic km) given for the ice dam
failure at lake Missoula.

"Decoding the Ice Age Floods - Wallula Gap" Graham Hancock interviews
Randall Carlson (#1) - YouTube
https://www.youtube.com/watch?v=ybqfKeemOUk

500 cubic mile floods from Lake Missoula created the
Scablands in Eastern Washington
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<>=============================================================<>

March 13, 2017
Physics Subverted
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"The individual is handicapped, by coming face-to-face, with a conspiracy
so monstrous, he cannot believe it exists. The American mind, simply
has not come to a realization of the evil, which has been introduced into our
midst . . . It rejects even the assumption that human creatures could
espouse a philosophy, which must ultimately destroy all that is good and
decent."- FBI Director J. Edgar Hoover, 1956
.
Evidence indicates that the discipline of physics has been subverted to hide
remarkable progress from Western Civilization. The first clue I found are
the books and interviews of Christopher Bjerknes on the “Einstein Terror”
which blocked progress in theoretical physics.
Albert Einstein: The Myth, the Plagiarist & the Zionist
https://redice.tv/red-ice-radio/albert-einstein-the-myth-the-plagiaristand-the-zionist
Early in my research I encountered the book: DISCIPLINED MINDS, A
CRITICAL LOOK AT SALARIED PROFESSIONALS AND THE SOULBATTERING SYSTEM THAT SHAPES THEIR LIVES, 2000, by Jeff
Schmidt. Jeff Schmidt is a physicist and writes about Physics PhD
programs, and other disciplines. Soul Battering applies to all.
We can see here the training grounds for the world that provoked Michael
Ellner’s comment:
“Just look at us: Everything is backwards, everything is upside down.
Doctors destroy health, lawyers destroy justice, psychiatrists destroy minds,
scientists destroy truth, major media destroys information, religions destroy
spirituality and governments destroy freedom.” - Michael Ellner
The Einstein Terror, the concept of the aether, the supressed work of Tesla,
Lorentz, Poincaré, and resultant confusion in physics becomes very
alarming when we view it from the perspective of the embezzled 400 plus
trillion dollars, the Secret Space Program, Zero Point Energy, the vast
secret underground facilities ( also under ocean floor) and the massive
remote torture and mind control operations. It is clear that engineering with
the advanced principles has been accomplished. Gigantic space ships
controlling the gravitational field exist.
From Electro Gravitics II, by Thomas Valone PhD: “The force is not a
physical one acting initially at a specific point in the vehicle that then need
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to be translated to all the other parts. It is an electrogravitic field acting on
all parts simultaneously….the vehicle would be able to change
direction,accelerate to thousands of miles per hour, or stop.” Speed and
direction is effected by merely altering intensity, polarity, and direction of
the charge. “Thus the new science seems to strike at the very foundation of
Einsteinium Relativity Theory.” The quotes above sare from an article
written in 1956. Space ships of enormous size have been observed.
Radar has tracked objects coming in from deep space, and Elana Freeland
with Clifford Carnicom has observed something enormous blocking out the
stars as it went over.
The empty vacuum of space is just stuffed with energy, so much so that if
you know how to engineer the vacuum, the empty space in a cup can boil
away the oceans. References are below. It appears that challenging the
Holocaust, which can cost you your job, get you charged with a “hate crime,”
and put in prison in Germany, is a nice little sweet birthday party compared
with the Einstein Terror phucking of physics for Western Civilization.
Remember we, you and I, “we the people” don’t own the Secret Space
Program or anything including our homes, cars, children, ourselves.
Fruit from a Poisonous Tree, by Melivin Stamps JD.
We have had our minds so compartmentalized and confused that we have
become organized agents of our own destruction. Many people in the
system are very upset, but they don’t know what is going on. It is likely that
CERN, Hot Fusion, and other giant projects are there to keep physicists out
of trouble (thinking too much). I sure know neurology is that way.
Ed Spencer MD
A few references follow.
CIA Whistle Blower
https://www.youtube.com/watch?sns=fb&v=7RByaf1utmA&app=desktop
VTD: The Younger Dryas Comet - Part I, by Ed Spencer – 2/14/16 http://tinyurl.com/huqyvmu
VTD: The Younger Dryas Comet - Part 2, by Ed Spencer – 6/1/16
http://tinyurl.com/jtpdwrz
( https://www.scribd.com/doc/314507521/Younger-Dryas-Part-2 )
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Brien Foerster and David Hatcher Childress
The Enigma of Cranial Deformation, Elongated skulls and the Ancients
http://www.shiftfrequency.com/albert-einstein-myth-plagiarist-zionist-audio/
Catherine Austin Fitts at the Secret Space Program Conference, 2014 San
Mateo – Breakaway Civilization/ The Black Budget-YouTube
https://www.youtube.com/watch?v=w0mimIp8mr8
Catherine writes: “I estimate $40 trillion from 1995-2012 - explained in
these
http://solari.com/archive/missing_money/
https://www.youtube.com/watch?v=lrUKlWNLP28
https://www.youtube.com/watch?v=w0mimIp8mr8
https://solari.com/blog/bailout-mo-money/
Best regards, Catherine”
Tatyana Koryagina of the Russian Duma comes up with 400 trillion —
http://www.schillerinstitute.org/duma/duma_koryagina.html
Underground Bases and Parallel Societies - Richard Sauder interview by
Dr. Ed Spencer https://www.youtube.com/watch?v=DBbZbHWGsxw
Richard Sauder. Ph.D. : Hidden in Plain Sight
Albert Einstein: The Myth, the Plagiarist & the
Zionist https://redice.tv/red-ice-radio/albert-einstein-the-myth-theplagiarist-and-the-zionist
The Einstein Terror: anyone who questioned Einstein was attacked by
the Zionists and called an anti-Semite. This put our physics 100 years
behind the physics employed by the Secret Space Program, and the
physics that dustified the Twin Towers.
New Energy Technology: Fundamentals: Maxwell's lost unified field theory
of electromagnetics and gravitation - http://tinyurl.com/h6u3yy9
Michael Schratt at the Secret Space Program Conference, 2014 San
Mateo- https://www.youtube.com/watch?v=pFWza6LTMrYåß
Mark McCandlish at the Secret Space Program Conference, 2014 San
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Mateo
1
https://www.youtube.com/watch?v=FDjE9ME452c
John Keel: Operation Trojan Horse -The Classic Breakthrough Study of
UFOs
Richard Dolan: UFOs & The National Security State -The Cover-Up
Exposed 1973-1991
Dr. Bruce Maccabee: FBI-CIA-UFO Connection- The Hidden UFO
Activities of USA Intelligence Agencies
UFO Pictures
http://www.ufocasebook.com/bestufopictures.html
UFO Gallery- http://www.stealthskater.com/UFO_Gallery.htm
Giant UFO Follows Japanese Airliner! Pilot And Crew Witness UFOs May
2016 – YouTube
https://www.youtube.com/watch?v=XdkaKhoM4Xc
1956, Navy Flight Encounters Gigantic UFO, UFO Casebook Files
http://www.ufocasebook.com/navy1956.html
---------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------MIND CONTROL LINKS
Lilly Wave Mind Control Broadcasted in Homes Wall AC DC
Outlets https://www.youtube.com/watch?v=Q6yu8E0wN2A
THE LILLY WAVE How All Of Society Is Under Mind Control ► Dr Patrick
Flanagan w Jeff Rense https://www.youtube.com/watch?v=BbL04Li5ceA
Robert Duncan and the Mind Hacking Strategy Group: Project: Soul
Catcher
Dr. Nick Begich: Controlling the Human Mind
Gwen Towers - Total Control
http://www.bibliotecapleyades.net/scalar_tech/esp_scalartech04.htm
Mind Control ⇝ Your Thoughts Are Not Your Own - YouTube-http://tinyurl.com/jd98qhy
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http://www.neilsandersmindcontrol.com
US Electromagnetic Weapons and Human Rights
By Peter Phillips, Lew Brown and Bridget Thornton
As Study of the History of US Intelligence Community Human Rights
Violations and Continuing Research in Electromagnetic Weapons
Completed December 2006
Sonoma State University
Project Censored
---------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------Evidence for an extraterrestrial impact 12,900 years ago that contributed to
the megafaunal extinctions and the Younger Dryas cooling
http://www.pnas.org/content/104/41/16016.abstract
Graham Hancock: Magicians of the Gods, 2016
GRAHAM HANCOCK ANCIENT & FUTURE CATACLYSM - THE GREAT
RETURN OF THE COMET! DARK JOURNALIST - YouTube
https://www.youtube.com/watch?v=TWmaiexDRGs
Richard Firestone, Allen West and Simon Warwick-Smith: The Cycle of
Cosmic Catastrophes (A Super Nova 230 light years distant exploded,
intensely radiating the Australia side of Earth 41,000 years ago, and sent
shock waves of debris into the solar System and Earth about 13,000 years
ago)
Comets and the Bronze Age Collapse http://abob.libs.uga.edu/bobk/bronze.html
(Our less than seven hour separation from a collision with a nearEarth asteroid (1989FC) in March of 1989 underscores the fact that
contemporary civilization could be thrown into a dark age by natural
catastrophe. Had 1989FC encountered Earth it would have introduced
the energy equivalent of more than 2,000 megatons TNT into the
environment, with little or no warning. The object was discovered on
photographs days after the close pass.)
http://www.astronomycafe.net/qadir/q2879.html
A cosmic trail with destruction in its wake
http://abob.libs.uga.edu/bobk/clube90.htm
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